[Application of near-infrared spectroscopy to management of vegetation for natural grassland].
Vegetation is a major index for monitoring the grassland condition and productivity. The change in vegetation directly reflects degradation and restoration of grassland ecosystem. It is important to monitoring the information of vegetation changes to prevent degradation and realize sustainable development of grassland. Predication of vegetation was often completed by field investigation and laboratory analysis in the past, and could not satisfy the needs for inspecting of grassland degradation and restoration. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a rapid, convenient, high-efficiency, non-destructive and low-cost analytical technique, and has been widely used in various fields for quantitative and qualitative analysis. It has been one of the most important techniques for monitoring the succession of grassland ecosystem, and has great potential for applying in natural grassland management. Botanical composition is a major index of the vegetation community structure. The change in botanical composition indicates the developing stage of the plant community. Determining the botanical composition during vegetation succession can provide sound basis for establishing feasible measure of grassland management. NIRS can be successfully used as a rapid method to predict the grass, legume and other plant proportion in natural or semi-natural grasslands. The legume content in multi-species mixtures and the species composition in root mixtures can accurately be estimated by means of NIRS. Leaf/stem ratio of grass stands is an important factor affecting forage quality, diet selection, intake, and the intensity of photosynthesis. Estimates of leaf/stem ratios commonly are based on a labor intensive process of hand separating leaf and stem fractions. NIRS can be used successfully to predict leaf/stem ratios and mineral contents. The results of NIRS technique were well correlated with labor separating method. The decomposition of litter in grasslands is an important aspect of material cycle in grassland ecosystem. To study material cycling, especially mineral cycling in grassland ecosystems, it is essential to know the decomposition rate of the litter. NIRS technique can accurately predict the decomposition status of litter and the change of lignin, cellulose, nitrogen, ash and other nutrient contents during the decomposition of litter. NIRS has potential to provide rapid and effective estimates of material cycling in grassland ecosystems to assist managers in establishing application rates of grasslands that fall within productive and environmentally safe levels. The chemical composition of the plants in grassland is an important factor affecting herbivorous intake and material cycle, and is an important parameter in determining the status of degradation and restoration of grassland ecosystems. NIRS has been confirmed as a technique for reliably and accurately determining the dry matter, crude protein, acid detergent fibre, neutral detergent fibre, and certain microelement contents. With the development of spectral technique, the NIRS method will be more widely used in vegetation management.